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With the recent introduction of the GREENGUARD Gold certified Oil Plus 2C, we hereby inform our users about the 
updated application procedure on wood floor applications. The application on wood furniture, cabinets and 
other millwork remains unchanged. 

As you may have noticed the viscosity is thinner than the previous Eurofins Gold Label Oil Plus 2C version and as a 
result we have made a change in the application process to assure you achieve the best application results for appli-
cations on wood floors. 

Prior to the GREENGUARD Gold oil version, the application process of Oil Plus 2C on wood floors always included a 
final buffing step that recommended the use of an absorbing cloth/rag or towel under a thick white pad to remove 
excess oil from the wood surface until the surface was dry to the touch. 

Because of the lower viscosity of the GREENGUARD Gold version, the oil penetrates better and reacts with the 
wood cells longer and therefore we recommend that the oil is allowed to work in slightly longer than before 

along with a final (important) buffing step without using rags/towels under the white pad. 

Updated wood floor application instructions for the new Greenguard Oil Plus 2C

Stir the A Component thoroughly until a consistent color mixture is obtained. Then, carefully mix the two compo-
nents together (1 - 2 minutes) at a ratio of about 3 units A to 1 unit B. 

Work in zones of 50-100 SF (5-10 m²). Start each zone by manually applying the oil around the perimeter using a 
red Rubio Monocoat Applicator Pad. Liberally apply patches of Oil Plus 2C every other 20 inches to the field of the 
floor using a brush. Work the oil in using a buffer outfitted with a red buffer pad following the installation length of 
the boards. Allow the applied oil to react with the wood for at least 5 minutes, during that time continue to work 
the oiled surface with the red applicator pad with the buffer to further redistribute the applied oil and work it into 
the wood surface.

 

Start buffing excess oil away around 15 minutes from applying it using a clean white buffer pad. Use a cloth around 
the perimeter of the room and where the buffer cannot reach to remove excess oil. Make sure all excess oil has been 
removed with the white pad within 30 minutes from the start of oiling each section! Change the white pads as 
needed. The surface of the oiled area should feel dry to the touch when this step is completed. Continue with the 
instructions outlined in steps 4 and 5 to oil the remaining zones of the floor. 

Once all zones in one room have been oiled, immediately buff the oiled area again with a clean white pad under the 
buffer to assure an evenly oiled and wiped surface. The surface should now be dry to the touch. In very large spaces 
divide these final buff zones up into smaller sections of approximately 300-400 SF. 

For the latest information please refer to the Oil Plus 2C TDS. 

Technical Bulletin
Oil Plus 2C GREENGUARD Gold Certified Formula

Floor Application Updates

Alternative Trowel Method: Spread the Oil Plus 2C mixture out with a stainless trowel in zones which can be completed 
in 30 minutes, work the applied oil in with a buffer outfitted with a red buffer pad.
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https://www.rubiomonocoatusa.com/cdn/shop/files/Rubio_Monocoat_Oil_Plus_2C_TDS_English.pdf

